
Open Discussion- APSUO SC, PUC, 
and APS Managers
JANUARY 2023



• Goal is to have an open, informal conversation/discussion to help build relationship 
between APSUO SC/PUC and APS Managers

• If you have any questions/comments, please feel free to raise your hand or ask in the 
chat

Open Discussion



Guest House
◦ The quality has decreased when it reopened in 2022.  
◦ Lack of food supply. Could refrigerators be available for food?
◦ Staying at guest house is a plus so you don’t have to go off site late hours
◦ Some users don’t drive and need to stay at guest house.
◦ What is plan for Guest House during shutdown? 

Partnerships
◦ More communication on the Diamond/APS partnership- what are the modes of access?  Are there specific shifts for APS users? 
◦ Can radiological samples be included in the Diamond mail in access?
◦ What other partnerships are in place and what is the mode of access?
◦ Do current proposals in APS system (proposal with higher score that would have been allocated time for next cycle), get priority at 

comparable beamlines during dark time?
◦ There will be a new proposal system will be in place after Dark Period- is it possible to add a question about previous GUP scores in 

new system? 

APS/ANL
◦ Communication between ANL and APS-for new/international confusion on where to go and how to get access once on 

site
◦ ANL office hours- opens at 8:30 am, beamtime starts at 8 am
◦ International users- need a visa, need approval from ANL, but little communication from ANL on status.

Topics from APSUO



GUP
◦ Where can we find an overview of the changes to the GUP/GUP submission system?
◦ Is there a date for when GUPs will be accepted for time after dark time?

Topics from APSUO
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